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Introduction
Our challenge is to make the case for abortion rights, to defend what we’ve got, to
extend the legislation and to fight for abortion to be free, safe and accessible.
We want to unite all sections of the movement in support of a woman’s right to
choose. The trade union movement have shown to be powerful allies this year
and we look forward to a strengthened and continuing relationship. This year we
held our second student conference with even more workshops enabling us to
cover more topics and doubling the number who attended the first event. We have
boosted our social media presence and have added a new local group, West London
to the existing Cardiff, Edinburgh, & East London groups. Members in Scotland are
organising activities too, and supporting the establishment of local groups.
It’s vital that we expand our local activists and work with residents, community
groups, local government, media and supporters to make the case for abortion
services free from harassment and accessible to those that need them.
From speaking to our activists on the ground and the press that contact us, I’m
increasingly aware that pro-choice activists are getting sick of the stigma surrounding
abortion. It isn’t discussed, and this allows the public narrative to be that of women
who’ve had abortions suffering shame or trauma. This vacuum allows the police to
avoid challenging harassment outside clinics, prevents decision makers in health &
education from introducing accurate & evidence-based policies and encourages lawmakers and Parliamentarians to keep quiet on vital decisions affecting women.
I’m proud to be Chair of Abortion Rights and look forward to challenging the narrative
that we can’t trust women or that there is a correct and an incorrect reason to have
an abortion. I look forward to making the case for a modern abortion law, fit for this
century and for a popular consensus that it’s our body and our choice.
Please get involved and support local events, contribute to public debates
and help us to sustain the vital political work our campaign carries out.

Kerry Abel
Abortion Rights Chair
February 2015
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Abortion in the UK: Current Issues

Anti-choice protests
Anti-choice activists groups like Abort67
& 40 Days for Life have stepped up their
tactics of harassment and to continue
to stage protests outside clinics across
the UK. Abortion Rights condemns this
behaviour unacceptable as it creates a
context of shame and intimidation for
women and staff.

worst attack on abortion since 2008.
Abortion Rights welcomed the news that
MPs rejected the proposed sex selection
amendment and voted 292 votes against
to 201 for.

Trojan Horses, Sex-selection and
Anti-choice tactics

This mobilization was an integrated
effort. Thanks to all the supporters who
gave their time and lobbied their MPs,
using our tool, and all who tweeted,
wrote in and refused to be silenced or
fooled by Bruce’s Trojan Horse – it’s clear
that your voice was heard!

The sex-selective abortion furore is been
the hot topic of 2014-15, With “stings”
by the Telegraph and ‘research’ in the
Independent, sex-selective abortion is all
over the news . As Abortion Chair, Kerry
Abel stated, ‘“You don’t stop misogyny in
society by restricting abortion rights’

Thanks must also go to our MPs for
helping protect women from the possible
consequences had it not been rejected.
Pro choice means the woman is central
and her rights must be at the heart of
legislative and medical frameworks in
which services are provided.

Fiona Bruce MP and chairwoman of the
All-Party Parliamentary Pro-Life Group
proposed an amendment to the Serious
Crime Bill which aimed to make abortion
on the grounds of gender a specific
criminal offence. Bruce’s sneak attempt
to wedge sex-selective abortion into the
Serious Crime Bill was in our view the
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Here is a piece from our website by
Abortion Rights Member Dr Pam Lowe
Abortion, language and the
sex-selection amendment
The proposers of the amendment to
criminalise sex-selection abortion in the
Serious Crime Bill are claiming that it will
be sending an important message about
the position of women in society.
They are right about this. However, the
message that is being sent is not one that
challenges gender oppression, but instead
one that undermines women’s status by
shifting the definition of abortion and the
societal position of all pregnant women.
Part of the way they are doing this is
through the language they have chosen to
describe their position.
The dangers of anti-abortion language
The proposed amendment would
introduce the term ‘unborn child’ into
British law. This term is not a medical
one, it is an emotive description used
by those opposing abortion. Currently
in the UK, the foetus is not recognised
as a person. This means that women’s
rights to bodily integrity during pregnancy
cannot be challenged. The primary
patient during pregnancy is the woman
and they have a legal right to make
all decisions about their lives (unless
mentally incapacitated). If the foetus
becomes recognised as an ‘unborn child’
in this context, there is a danger that it
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will be used to challenge other areas.
This could mean that pregnant women
are deniedor forced into specific medical
treatments. It could also lead to other
legal changes in the name of protecting
the foetus. The evidence from elsewhere
has shown what can happen. In Ireland,
giving equal rights to the foetus not only
restricts abortion, but also contributed
to the death of Savita Halappanavar as
concerns about the legality of terminating
her pregnancy were placed above her
medical needs. Here, in 2014, we had
an attempt to make the Criminal Injuries
Compensation Fund pay damages for the
consumption of alcohol during pregnancy.
This failed as the foetus does not have a
separate existence in law and so no crime
had been committed. In future cases, an
understanding of the foetus as an ‘unborn
child’ could change this. After all, in some
states in the US, women are in prison
for ‘mistreating’ their foetus both during
and after pregnancy. This shows what the
implications are. Any recognition of the
‘unborn child’ in law poses a significant
threat to women’s right to bodily integrity
during pregnancy.
Protection of ‘girls’, but not women
The proposers of this amendment make
claims about the need to protect the ‘girl
child’. Discrimination against girls, and
women, needs to be challenged, but here
a deeper message is also being conveyed.
Those in favour of the amendment are
claiming that women may be coerced
into abortion not necessarily directly, but
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through accepting prevailing attitudes.
They argue that sending a message
about gender discriminationis the most
important element. In other words,
women who agree to sex-selective
abortion may be cultural dupes that need
protecting from themselves. Hence, the
target of the amendment is not necessarily
women who are currently living in
situations of violence, but is based on the
premise that women need to be treated as
‘girls’ in need of instruction.
Moreover, if coercion is defined as
a cultural atmosphere, then any
abortion of a female foetus in Asian
communities could potentially fall under
this description. How could doctors
tell which women have fallen prey to
cultural understandings about gender
discrimination and which really just want
an abortion?
We know that many women do live in
abusive relationships and that that being
directly coerced into an abortion is a
possibility. This is not necessarily a sexselection issue, but a potential risk for
any woman living with domestic violence.
Domestic violence is a complex problem
and it can take a long period of time
before women feel able to report what is
happening to them. Private consultation
with health professionals, including
abortion providers, is a potential space
for this to happen. This amendment will
do nothing to assist women needing help.
Instead it potentially undermines all Asian
women’s access to abortion.

Reframing Abortion
Worldwide, the anti-abortion lobby have
learnt that directly challenging abortion
is unlikely to succeed. Instead their
campaigns have two main agendas. First,
they seek to make abortion less accessible
and, second, they try to challenge the way
that abortion is defined. The proposed
amendment to the Serious Crime Bill
does both of these things. If sex-selective
abortion becomes criminalised, doctors
may become risk adverse leading to Asian
women finding it much more difficult to
access abortions. Moreover, if this form of
‘coerced’ abortion can be outlawed, we will
no longer have clinical judgments about
health as the primary concern. In addition,
introducing the concept of the ‘unborn
child’ within the law changes the status of
the foetus to the detriment of women.
This amendment does nothing to help
women vulnerable to discrimination.
Instead it changes the way that abortion
is defined and prioritises the foetus rather
than the pregnant
woman. This has
implications for
future abortion
challenges and,
potentially, for
many other
aspects of
reproductive
health.

Dr. Pam Lowe

Senior Lecturer in Sociology, Aston University
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Legal Review

Abortions have been legal in the UK
for nearly 50 years with much of the
legislation unchanged. Even though
changing such legislation has been
considered a matter of conscience
rather than subject to the party whip,
Parliament has shown no appetite for
banning abortions outright or radically
changing the reproductive rights that
women have fought for. However,
throughout 2014 the anti-abortion lobby
have been active in trying to achieve
judicial rulings that would so alter our
abortion law, funding very expensive
cases to be taken to the highest courts in
the land. Two in particular stand out.
The Glasgow Midwives Case
Supreme Court, November 2014
Two Catholic Glasgow Midwives, Mary
Doogan and Concepta Wood, took
their employing hospital, Southern
General Hospital in Glasgow, to judicial
review in February 2012 claiming it was
unlawful for them to be involved in
the supervision of staff involved in any
direct way in abortions. They argued
that section 4(1) of the Abortion Act
1967 which provides for those with a
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conscientious objection to abortion to
not participate in what is termed in the
Act as the ‘treatment’. The Glasgow
Midwives asked the court to interpret
this widely so they would have no
connection with abortions whatsoever
so that they would not have to even
supervise or co-ordinate staff on their
labour ward who were involved in
abortions. This would involve rotating
staff by belief and cause great disruption.
Although they failed in their judicial
review, the Scottish Court of Appeal,
called the Court of Sessions, upheld
their arguments. However, NHS Greater
Glasgow and Clyde appealed to the
Supreme Court who swiftly ruled that
the right to conscientious objection was
sufficiently protected by not taking part
in the procedure itself. The next place
the Midwives can go is the European
Court of Human Rights.
The ECHR screen cases and moves fairly
slowly and so we may hear nothing
about the case for a couple of years. The
midwives case was funded by Society for
the Protection of the Unborn Child. The
Royal College of Midwives backed the
NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde in this

Legal Review

case. Representation was also made by
Bpas to the Supreme Court.
Criminal Compensation Board Case
Court of Appeal November 2014
Most people when they hear that an
expectant mother is drinking would
want to call a doctor and a social worker.
Some people apparently would prefer
to call the police. A case was brought
before the Criminal Injuries Board to try
and persuade the courts to rule that a
mother who drinks has committed the
criminal offence of poisoning under
section 23 of the Offences against the
Person Act 1861. Lawyers acting for the
local authority (which cannot be named)
that brought the case on behalf of a child
who suffered Foetal Alcohol Syndrome
as a result of her mother’s drinking and
took the case to the Court of Appeal.
However, Lord Justice Treacy said an
“essential ingredient” for a crime to be
committed “is the infliction of grievous
bodily harm on a person – grievous
bodily harm on a foetus will not suffice”.

fundamental affect on our abortion
rights and show they have no appetite
for changing our current laws by the back
door.

Rheian Davies

Principal Solicitor of DH Law Ltd,
Abortion Rights West London

Two senior courts this year have
rejected cases that would have had a
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Screenings! Conferences!

Screenings
One woman in three will have an
abortion in her lifetime. However
realistic abortion storylines in the
mainstream celluloid narrative are thin
to scarce. This glaring disparity was the
subject of our investigation using two
very different films touching on the
subject of abortion.
Dirty Dancing: February 2014

that Dirty Dancing is actually about
backstreet abortion (apart from that
famous lift).
Obvious Child: Friday, August 2014
Obvious Child has been critically
acclaimed by pro-choice organisations
around the world for its realistic and
de-stigmatising portrayal of abortion.
Abortion Rights was honoured to partner
with the Obvious Child team to bring this
powerful pro-choice message to the UK.
Abortion Rights hosted Obvious Child
Pre-Release Screening and Panel
Discussion

Dirty Dancing is so much more than just
a chick flick.
Abortion Rights hosted a screening of
the 90’s teenager’s staple – do you know
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Following the screening, Abortion Rights
chaired a panel discussion including
the film’s writer and director Gillian
Robespierre and lead actress Jenny Slate,
and NUS Women’s Officer, Susuana
Antubam. Kerry Abel from Abortion
Rights chaired the panel.

Abortion Rights Student Conference

Due to increased anti choice activity on
University campuses we have sourced
legal advice for student unions and NUS
which provides clarification for student
unions about how they can be pro
choice. Pending final legal approval we
will be launching a briefing for student
unions to enable them to be pro choice
unions and the will enable student
unions to affiliate to Abortion Rights by
minimising any potential legal challenges
in doing so.
Abortion Rights and NUS Women’s
Campaign hosted the second Abortion
Rights Student Conference at the
University of Arts London Students’
Union on November 22nd 2014.
We were impressed by the brilliant turnout as students came from across the UK
to engage in discussion and discourse on
a wide range of topics from the impact
of austerity to reproductive rights for
migrants.
We kicked off the conference with
an exciting intersectional panel to
highlight the significance of multiple
discriminations and how ableism, racism

and xenophobia can impact on access to
abortion.
Intersectionality is extremely important
to us as the event was attended by a
range of students from trainee doctors
to local activists, women’s officers to
student feminists. Having this discussion
first was fundamental in driving the
message of intersectional awareness in
our pro-choice activism.
One of the most enlightening workshops
was on international students’ access
to abortion, led by Kings College
London University’s Intersectional
Feminist Society president. This was
an eye-opening discussion for many
students who may have never before
considered how the changes to NHS
policy on migrant access would have
such a profound effect on international
students.
Many went back to their Student Unions
poised to create inclusive policy and
initiatives within their institutions to
ensure that international students’
reproductive rights were upheld and
firmly on the agenda.
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Abortion Rights Student Conference

We also hosted a workshop on
trans inclusion in the abortion rights
movement. This was a new and vital step
in developing and exploring the ways in
which we communicate the messages
of pro-choice activism in the context of
trans awareness and inclusion. Students
had the opportunity to discuss with a
trans activist the type of appropriate
language to use when discussing issues
faced. This is in order to be inclusive of
trans and non-binary people on campus
who may need access to abortion
services but do not define as women.
The day was a chance for us to learn
what issues students currently face on
their campuses in light of a rise in antichoice groups, rhetoric and debates as
well as the accessibility of contraceptive
services and advice. In turn, students
were invited to engage in the pertinent
debate around buffer zones for abortion
clinics which has been inspired by the
recent growth of an aggressive and crass
anti-choice presence outside clinics. We
were able to discuss the benefits the
buffer zones could offer in helping access
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to safe abortions as well as what impact
it could have on legitimate protests
outside other public services.
Overall the event was an incredible
insight into the future of pro-choice
activism on campus and in the
community. At NUS we look forward to
building on the ideas that have emerged
from the conference through new
resources that will help students to make
practical and effective progress on their
campuses and beyond.

Susuana Antubam
NUS Women’s Officer

Abortion Rights in the Media

Following the motion passed at last
year’s AGM, we have adopted a new
approach to addressing media enquiries.
Essentially we are doing everything in
our power to improve the quality of
reporting on the subject of abortion,
rather than simply throwing our voice
into a melee of biased and badly-framed
productions.
For example, a radio company had
proposed a debate between myself
and a woman who was advised to
have an abortion on medical grounds
but continued her pregnancy and had
a healthy child. We argued that the
woman’s experience was atypical and
that if case studies were to be used a
range of experiences, including negative
ones, should be included. As a result, the
piece was pulled and the next time we
had contact with the same company they
had put together a more sensible show
plan.
As a result I’ve done slightly fewer
media appearances, but they have
been higher quality. The main topics
unsurprisingly were clinic protests,

the Glasgow midwives case, the sexselective bill and issues around Northern
Ireland. In particular, I went to Spain at
the invitation of Christian TV channel
Revelation TV to engage in a two-hour
one-on-one debate with Irish antichoice activist Bernadette Smyth (whose
“activism” has since found her in trouble
with the law). The full debate is available
on YouTube and may be of interest
to teachers wanting to encourage
discussion among students.
The other part of our strategy has been
to try and lead more on the topic in
the media. As such we’ve issued press
releases on a number of situations
hoping to drive stories with the prochoice viewpoint more prominently
featured. This was successful a few times
but has overall proved more difficult
that we had hoped. Evidently anti-choice
groups with lots of resources are still
getting better access to journalists.
Going forward I would like to continue
and develop this strategy. In particular
I would like to build and distribute a
press pack with advice for journalists on
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coverage of abortion issues. Language,
bias and the appropriate use of case
studies would be covered and I’m
confident many journalists would
appreciate support in ensuring quality
coverage on an issue that can be very
difficult.
I would like to continue issuing press
releases and getting our voice heard
in a more active rather than reactive
way. We are, however, rapidly realising
this may be harder than we anticipate.
Unlike anti-choice organisations that are
often funded by conservative religious
groups, we have limited resources. I
would love to hear from any members
or pro-choice connections you may have
with experience in dealing with the
press who could support our efforts.
E-mail: choice@abortionrights.org.uk
Telephone: 020 7923 9792
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Kate Smurthwaite,

Abortion Rights, Vice Chair

Abortion Rights is a Trade Union Issue

Abortion Rights is proud of strong links
with the Trade Union movement.

Feb 2015, TUC Women’s Conference
March 2015.

Trade Unions and the Abortion Rights
Campaign

TUC Women’s Conference in March
2015 will be debating a motion from
the Communication Workers Union on
progressive abortion law, reasserting the
TUC’s policy in support of a woman’s
right to choose.

Trade union members, both at local and
national level, continue to play a very
important part in the activities of the
Abortion Rights campaign. Abortion
Rights has been represented/ will be
representing
2014:
SERTUC 2014, GMB Annual Conference
June 2014; STUC Women’s Conference
November 2014; UNITE Equalities
Conference 2014, NASUWT 2014
We were grateful to the GMB for
its assistance in organising a fringe
meeting at its annual conference in
Nottingham, and Dr Wendy Savage led a
discussion on developing a campaign for
decriminalisation of abortion law.
2015:
UNSION National Woman’s Conference

STUC Women’s Conference in Perth in
November 2014 passed an emergency
motion highlighting the situation in El
Salvador and the work of the Central
America Women’s Network.
Emergency Motion No.4
Backlash Against Women’s Rights in
Central America
“That this Conference notes:
“In September 2014, Amnesty
International launched “ON THE
BRINK OF DEATH: VIOLENCE AGAINST
WOMEN AND THE ABORTION BAN IN EL
SALVADOR” detailing the horrendous
consequences for women accused of
seeking a termination. This 66 page
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report detailed the campaign to free 17
women in El Salvador currently in prison
with harsh sentences of up to 40 years
including a teenager who miscarried
naturally.
“Central American Women’s Network UK
has been working with women’s groups
in the region since 1991 to highlight
attacks on their rights to protection from
violence as well as the current total
criminalisation of abortion under any
circumstances. Alongside this legislation,
there is an alarming increase in the
brutal killing of women because of their
gender in Mexico, Honduras, Guatemala,
El Salvador and Nicaragua.
“Women Human Rights defenders
are targets of malicious campaigns in
the media, under constant threats,
and have been killed for speaking out.
Employment is overwhelmingly in the
notorious maquila factories owned by
multinationals, less than minimum wage,
long hours in unsafe environments and
no rights to join or organise a trade
union. In rural areas, illegal mining
and logging companies continue to
evict local people with violence and
14

contaminate water and crops. The recent
disappearance of 43 Mexican students
illustrates the perpetual threat to those
who protest.
“There are few international
organisations left working in the
region. Central America Women’s
Network needs our support to continue
to champion women’s grass roots
organisations, trade unions and projects
in this often forgotten region.
“This Conference asks to send messages
of solidarity and sisterhood to CAWN and
encourage branches, trades councils and
our networks to donate funds to support
this unique life-saving work for women in
struggle.”

Photo above: Vicky Grandon, UNITE delegate,
moving Emergency Motion at STUC Women’s
Conference. (Credit: Louis Flood.)

Abortion Rights Local Groups

Abortion Rights East London
Since Bpas moved its main London clinic
from Bloomsbury to Stratford, there
has been a very worrying increase in
anti choice activity outside the service
on Romford Road. We were also
very disappointed by the actions of a
production company filming a ‘debate’
programme for BBC Three, who filmed
activists from the extremist group
Abort67 right outside the Bpas clinic
without clearing it in advance, causing
distress and worry for staff and patients.
The appearance of Abort67 in Stratford is
a development of great concern.
It was great, on the other hand, to
see the Focus E15 mums’ campaign
petitioning Newham Council for housing
gain widespread media attention, and
we were very pleased to support via
social media and through the donation
of clothes, food and household items.
Of course, we saw nothing from any
supposed “pro life” group supporting the
Focus E15 campaigners.

by the Irish government to have a
Caesarian section after only 24 weeks,
was highly successful, with a good
turnout and a great set of speakers.
Thanks to Speaking of IMELDA, all those
that helped to organise London Irish
Feminist Network, My Belly Is Mine, 40
Days of Choice, Mara Clarke of Abortion
Support Network, and Mairead Enright
of Lawyers for Choice.
Any AR members who live in East
London and who are interested in
getting involved, please email:
choice@abortionrights.org.uk
we really need you!
Follow us on Twitter:
@AReastlondon
or on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/
AbortionRightsEastLondon

A demonstration coordinated by AREL
outside the Irish embassy decrying
the treatment of a teenage migrant,
pregnant as a result of rape and forced
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Abortion Rights West London
On 8th December 2014, West London
Abortion Rights (WLAR) had its first
meeting in South Ealing. An informal
core group of eight members met to
discuss the future for the WLAR and
its aims and objectives. The group was
made up of people from a wide range
of backgrounds, mostly professionals,
including a lawyer and a doctor.
In West London there are at least two
clinics that are plagued by anti-choice
protesters, Marie Stopes in Ealing
and BPAS in Richmond, and the group
discussed how best to support these
clinics. It was decided that the group
should firstly contact these clinics to find
out how best we could help them. This
may include monitoring the situation
outside of these clinics, with the lawyer
in the group agreeing to produce a piece
providing guidelines as to the relevant
laws surrounding protest activities
should it be needed.
Community outreach was explored as
a possible option, such as potential
demonstrations, leafleting, joining
GP patient participation groups, local
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educational campaigns and developing
contacts with other local groups who
could be potential allies.
It was agreed that media coverage
is crucial to the group and so several
members will be contacting the local
media, such as regional newspapers, in
order to announce the group’s presence
and gain publicity for our activities. This
would coincide with contacting local
MPs directly in order to discover what
their position on abortion rights is, and if
pro-choice, encourage them to publically
come out as such. It is particularly
important to lobby MPs at this time to
encourage them to sign the Early Day
Motion put forward by Diane Abbott
about the harassment by Abort67 at the
Blackfriars Clinic in Southwark. Social
media was, of course, also deemed to
be crucial to the group’s success, and
plans for a public Facebook page, Twitter
account and potentially, at a later stage,
developing a YouTube channel were
discussed.

Abortion Rights Local Groups

Abortion Rights Committee Scotland
The Abortion Rights Committee Scotland
(ARCS) met in November of last year. The
committee had not been active for a few
years and the priority was to reinvigorate
the members and organise the work for
the coming months.
In November we mostly concentrated on
the elections within the Scottish political
parties with letters sent out from the
Committee to those who had declared
to stand for the Labour leadership and
deputy leadership, as well as those who
declared to stand for the SNP deputy
leadership.
The full text of the letter sent and the
replies received are all available on the
Abortion Rights website.
The ARCS received responses from all the
Labour candidates, with commitments
from all five (Jim Murphy MP, Kezia
Dugdale MSP, Neil Findlay MSP, Sarah
Boyack MSP, and Katy Clark MP) to
support for women’s choice on abortion.
Both Katy Clark, Sarah Boyack, and
Kezia Dugdale have also made clear that
discussion on improving the 1967 Act

would be welcomed and supported.
Proximity to the closing date for the SNP
Deputy Leader elections meant that
limited responses came from any of the
SNP candidates.
The Committee then met again at the
beginning of the year and we agreed to
organise local Abortion Rights groups
within Scotland. The three areas we
focused on were Dundee, Edinburgh and
Glasgow. It was also agreed to follow up
an earlier expression of interest from
Aberdeen Trade Union Council.
A fundraiser comedy night is currently
being planned for April or May in
Glasgow and further details will be made
available when the event is confirmed.
The Committee now has a Twitter
account which can be followed
@Abortion_RCScot and we now regularly
meet in the Fire Brigades Union office
in Glasgow. We thank them for their
support in allowing us to do this.
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Abortion Rights Local Groups

Abortion Rights Cardiff
2014 was a very successful year for
Abortion Rights Cardiff. We began
the year with two very good series
of demonstrations behind us, both
protesting the presence of the antichoice group‘40 Days for Life’ outside
the BPAS clinic in Cardiff. ‘40 Days for
Life’ tend to conduct two periods of
demonstrations, at Easter and in the
autumn. Therefore, we were expecting
them to show up outside the clinic yet
again during Easter 2014, so a core group
of us continued to meet regularly to
discuss the issues affecting women who
attempt to access abortion services in
Cardiff. The group very much progressed
this year; for instance, we set up an
AGM in order to agree a constitution
and a way forward for activities. This
was done with the support of longterm ally Julie Morgan, an Assembly
Member with the Welsh Assembly. We
have also had discussions with other
Assembly Members about setting up a
Cross Party Group to address the issues
that women face accessing abortion
services in Cardiff. We have continued
to use social media to promote the right
for women to choose and to provide
information and raise awareness of what
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we do as a group. The main success of
the year was keeping ‘40 Days for Life’
away from the clinic during their usual
period of protest in the autumn. Early
on in the year and prior to the Easter
protests we agreed there needed to be
a way to demonstrate against ’40 Days
for Life’ without upsetting the clinic and,
of course, the women using the service.
We have had a successful and positive
relationship with the BPAS clinic. During
the Easter protests we agreed to hold a
silent demonstration of solidarity outside
the clinic.
Some activists wanted a more active
demonstration. Therefore, we worked
with those groups of activists to set up
demonstrations when the clinic was
closed on a Saturday, but ‘40 Days for
Life’ were still present. This gave us the
opportunity to engage with the public,
the majority of whom giving us their
full support. Our presence appeared to
cause ‘40 Days for Life’ a great deal of
annoyance, which was clear from their
social media posts.
Facebook: www.facebook.com/
groups/350034361770031/

Abortion Rights and Scotland
Since the 2014 Abortion Rights AGM, politics in Scotland continued to be dominated
by the Independence Referendum, which took place on 18th September. Throughout
the Referendum campaign there was little specific discussion on abortion law and
policy; however, the general political involvement of many women ensured that
women’s rights and representation were included in many of the events and debates.
The outcome of the Referendum (with a voter turnout of 84%) resulting in a majority
decision against independence for Scotland, did not bring the discussions to an end. A
short term Commission chaired by Lord Smith brought political party representatives
together and resulted in a Report published in November 2014 and a Command
Paper outlining a new Scotland Bill for consideration at Westminster after the General
Election. Whilst abortion law is not referenced in the definitive recommendations,
it was agreed that a process should be established to allow further consideration of
devolution of abortion law. Abortion Rights supporters in Scotland will be seeking to
make women’s voices heard and to make sure women’s rights are strengthened not
weakened, during any further constitutional debate.
Abortion Rights was represented at the STUC Women’s Conference in Perth in
November 2014 and is in discussion with Amnesty International in Scotland to arrange
a joint seminar in autumn 2015. During the Spanish Film Festival in Edinburgh in
October the film ‘El Tren de la Libertad’ attracted a big audience, including Abortion
Rights supporters. Good links had already been established with the Spanish feminist
group in Edinburgh. Members also supported the campaign to highlight the situation
in the Republic of Ireland, joining the protests on the International Day of Action to
Decriminalise Abortion (28th September) focusing on the Irish Consulate in Edinburgh.

Ann Henderson

Abortion Rights
Executive Committee Member
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Abortion Rights News
In 2007 in El Salvador, Carmen
“Guadalupe” Vasquez was jailed for
30 years for murder after suffering a
miscarriage.
She was 18 years old at the time.
In El Salvador, all forms of abortion
are illegal, even to save the life of the
woman. The laws are aggressively
enforced, meaning that those even
suspected of terminating a pregnancy
are treated as murderers. And so, even
while there was no indication that
Guadalupe intentionally terminated her
pregnancy, she was reported to police by
the very doctors who should have been
caring for her. Guadaloupe subsequently
tried and jailed.
Having exhausted all judicial options,
Guadalupe’s fate rested on a political
pardon. On 16th January 2015,
Guadalupe was denied a pardon by the
Salvadoran Congress. In an agonizing
turn of events, the initiative to pardon
her failed by only one vote. Fortunately,
however, on the 20th of January, El
Salvador’s legislative assembly scheduled
to vote for a second time on her case. This
time around lawmakers from the ruling
FarabundoMartí National Liberation Front
(FMLN) were able to obtain the 43 votes
needed to secure her release.
This is a triumphant outcome for
Guadalupe and the local human rights
activists who tirelessly worked for her
release.
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However, the fact that Guadalupe had
to seek a pardon, which, of course,
still implies guilt, does not address
the systemic injustice of women in El
Salvador. Indeed, Guadalupe is certainly
not the only one to suffer at the hands
of draconian abortion laws; at least 29
women, mostly young and all poor, are
in jail for homicide for supposedly having
an illegal abortion.
They are each serving between 12 and
40 years. Guadalupe was one of 17
women, known collectively as “Las17”
are at the point where their freedom can
only be obtained by a political pardon.
In the face of not having the right to
choose what to do with their own bodies
but are punished simply for suffering a
miscarriage. Guadalupe’s pardon needs
to be the first of many. Her pardon will
hopefully act as a catalyst for political
change with regard to El Salvador’s
odious anti-abortion ban.

Jessica East,

Abortion Rights Volunteer
Support Amnesty International UK
My Body My Rights campaign

Obituary – Linda Kietz
committee, secretary of the Communication
Workers Broad Left, CWU member of London
Trade Union and Labour Party Liaison
Organisation, and employment tribunal
panellist.
She served on a number of Sertuc
committees, including the women’s rights and
international committees.
Kietz was never a simple place-holder – in
every role she was a strong and consistent
voice for workers.
She was a firm advocate for equalities in
society. She was a strong supporter of LGBT
campaigns in GLATUC, Sertuc and the CWU.
LEADING rank-and-file trade union activist
Linda Kietz died on December 17.
Doing justice to her varied and committed
life is a difficult job and her death leaves a big
space in the movement.
Kietz had a love for rock music as she visited
London clubs and concerts.
She divorced in 1995 and then found partner
Mick Houghton with whom she lived until her
death.
Her main work was in telecoms and she
became a union rep as a night shift telephone
operator.
Kietz became chair of the branch and later
Houghton became secretary. This strong
personal and trade union partnership was a
firm anchor in the London movement.
Kietz was involved in many aspects of the
CWU outside of branch activities, becoming
assistant regional secretary of CWU London,
elected to the national women’s advisory
committee and LGBT advisory committee,
secretary of the London region women’s

She also supported workers in struggle across
the world including in Palestine, Colombia
and Turkey.
Kietz was a very modest working-class
activist, proud of her Scottish heritage.
She was someone who stuck to principled
positions and convinced others through her
inner strength, determination and honesty.
She suffered health problems in recent years
but refused to allow them to stop her wide
range of activities in support of her class.
She also never lost her enthusiasm for hard
rock, attending concerts regularly. She lived
life to the full.
We have lost one of those whose hard work
make the trade union movement strong, was
a powerful woman’s voice and a class fighter
to the end.

Roger Sutton & Mick Houghton
The article was originally published in
The Morning Star – we have edited it.
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Abortion Rights
Executive Committee
Members 2014–15
Kerry Abel
Susuana Antubam
Emily Bishop
Lesley Blower
Siobhan Endean
Dona Feltham
Aisling Gallagher
Michelle Gordon
Ann Henderson

Kerry Johnson
Janet Mearns
Edem Barbara Ntumy
Judith Orr
Helen O’Sullivan
Kate Smurthwaite
Jo Tacon
Kelley Temple

We would like to thank...
The Abortion Executive Committee for their many contributions, our office staff and special
mention to Casey Burchell. Casey was seconded from her role in Reproductive Choice Australia
to Abortion Rights Campaign Project Officer last year. Thanks for all her hard work and we look
forward to continuing our links with the pro-choice movement in Australia.
We are grateful to our brilliant volunteers who have freely given their time, energy and talents
to help further the cause. Thanks to Lucy Walker and Tara Evans for organising volunteers at
festivals with The Workers’ Beer Company.
A big thank you to our Affiliated organisations who have provided valuable help in kind.
And a special mention to our members and donors whose contributions have kept the
campaign alive.
We’d also like to pay particular credit to Unite the Union, The TSSA, GMB and The Scottish
Labour Women’s Network for their generous support given over the past year, they have
helped by hosting our upcoming Annual General Meeting, funding mail outs and supporting
our political work by funding our email your MP tool.
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GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES

GMB EQUALITY&INCLUSION STRUCTURE

Contact Jessica East for further information:
prochoice.ealing@gmail.com
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Scottish Labour
women speaking up
for women’s choice
on abortion

Join

Abortion Rights!

Scottish Labour Women’s Network
(formerly Labour Women’s Action Committee
and Scottish Labour Women’s Caucus)
33 Alma Street, Falkirt FK2 7HD
adh1356@yahoo.co.uk
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